
ROYAL NATIONAL PARK ONE DAY ROAD TRIP 

Head south to the AIRPORT taking signs to WOOLONGONG on 

the PRINCESS HIGHWAY. Enter the ROYAL NATIONAL PARK & 

drive through AUDLEY FLATS. WINIFRED FALLS are just past 

here so check them out. Drive and on to BUNDEENA. 

WEDDING CAKE ROCK  

From BUNDEENA the track is 30 — 45 minutes. Please be aware 

that people have fallen into here so be careful and follow signs . 

WATTAMOLLA BEACH 

Driving south you will find WATTAMOLLA BEACH and you can 

drive quite close. Good surfing, cliff jumping and swimming. 

GARIE BEACH  

Driving south is GARIE BEACH and you can drive quite close. Well 

worth checking out. Good for surfing and swimming. 

FIGURE 8 POOLS 

This is a unique feature and best if you can get into the pools but it 

requires some planning as its dependant on tides and timing.   

It’s a 6km walk, approx. 60 - 90 minutes and you need reasonable 

shoes like trainers. Flip Flops not so good.  

This link will tell you tide times 

https://www.nationalparks.nsw.gov.au/things-to-do/lookouts/figure-eight-pools  

STANWELL TOPS 

Driving south again you come out of the park at STANWELL TOPS 

for stunning views of the coast down to WOOLONGONG. Drive 

further south. Stop for a beer and food and the SCARBOROGH 

HOTEL.  

Drive down to WOOLONGONG going through great beaches such 

as SCARBOROGH BEACH, COALCLIFF BEACH, COLEDALE 

BEACH, SHARKIES BEACH and AUSTINMER BEACH and BULLI  

You are close to the PRINCE HIGHWAY here and this will bring 

you back to SYDNEY and BONDI BEACH fast. 

Let us know how it went please. We hope you had a good day!  
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